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ABOUT

iFCast Consulting is one of the premier consultancy services in India that offers 

manpower solutions for dreamers and enablers. Our service offerings move through a 

wide range of functions making us a multi-dimensional placement organization. 

With a modern consulting model, we have disrupted the conventional approach that 

gives us a clear advantage over our competitors. 

Our recruitment personnel provide bespoke consultancy services tailored for each 

company and job-seeker.  At iFCast Consulting, we take up the challenge to source the 

best suited work-force for your industry. We do increase the productivity of the 

recruitment process at competitive pricing.

As per our core values, we would do our best to provide the best services for our 

clients and potential candidates. We are a client-centric organization that works in a 

direction desired by our esteemed clientele. 

We create the best value for dreamers and enablers through long-term partnerships, 

flexible services, and a comprehensive suite of domains we serve.

Our Mission

“To place people and companies at the center of high-caliber man-power consulting.”

Our Vision

Ÿ Strong Partnerships with Candidates and Clients

Ÿ Personalized man-power consulting services for Candidates and Clients

Ÿ Development of our professional knowledge-base 

Ÿ Resolute consulting deliverables

We strive to achieve our vision through –



PickForMe2

Pick-for-me is a premium consulting service from iFCast Consulting, wherein we source the best candidates by pre-

screening each one based on your requirements. Our pre-screening approach works on our core values and 

inspection of potential candidates for skill-sets, certifications, aptitude, & more. We, at iFCast Consulting are 

dedicated towards unleashing the potential of a candidate by assisting enablers and dreamers match industry 

demands and human capabilities.  Our team of recruitment consultants follow a planned selection process that uses 

modern technology and a detailed research on the latest market trends through exhaustive skill assessment, 

validation procedures, position briefing, and more.

We build great hires for you

ConductMyDrive3

At iFCast Consulting, we conduct programs in colleges and institutes to place the right candidates in their final year. 

The most important motive of conduct-my-drive would be shortlisting candidates or pick applicants according to 

the requirements. This process reduces the time, effort, and cost to trace the right institutional talent. Our screening 

process would include – pre-placement talks, technical skill-sets, written test, technical interviews, group 

discussions, formal interviews, and more. We provide exhaustive placement services for colleges and companies 

who want to organize placement drives for hiring candidates.

Prominent College Placement Services

ENABLERS
SERVICES

We offer a comprehensive suite of customized, research based, and high-quality recruiter services to position your 
organization through global talent acquisition and service capabilities.

(Recruiter)

HelpMeHire1

Help me hire is a fast-paced candidate seeking service for freshers, entry-level, middle & senior level, and executive 

search. Our technique includes finding the right candidate through recruitment consulting expertise and contacts to 

support your requirements. Help me hire ensures you get good candidates for your job profile or requirement. 

iFCast Consulting helps companies facing talent acquisition problems whilst offering more than just a crowd so that 

you get to focus on your business processes, while we do all the heavy lifting. We thrive on a high-level 

professional chain, industry knowledge, and internal research to identify the right kind of hires.

Recruitement at its very best

MIDDLE AND SENIOR HIRES EXECUTIVE SEARCHFRESHERS – ENTRY LEVEL HIRING



BoostMyProfile1

Boost my profile is a one-of-a-kind service for dreamers wherein targeted profiles are sent to potential recruiters 

for quick placements. With a strong recruiter network, we boost dreamer profiles through resume screening and 

understanding client requirements. 

It's a win-win situation for both dreamers and enablers as clients experience faster onboarding and dreamers don't 

have to wait for their dream job. We thrive to serve every position and individual, be it freshers, middle and senior 

level, and executive positions.

Stay ahead from the rest

BeMyGuide2

If you're looking at professional grooming before an interview, then Be My Guide is a one-of-a-kind service for 

dreamers wherein they experience professional career counselling or career enhancement sessions from industry 

professionals. We also have a team of in-house specialists to prepare dreamers for interviews through interview 

guidance sessions that includes getting to know individuals through data gathering, creating awareness, behavior 

assessments, decision making, and creating an action plan.

Setting and achieving goals with experience, quality, and productivity   

BuildMyResume3

Building a resume isn't as simple as it looks and sounds. Build My Resume is a premium resume writing service for 

dreamers to get the first impact right. Your resume has a few seconds to create that wow impression. An ordinary 

resume may cost you your job and incur heavy costs on multiple failed attempts over a long-term view. 

At iFCast Consulting, we have the best resume writing talent, expertise, & experience to develop a fully 

personalized resume based on various parameters viz. educational background, functional experience, strong-

points, and career ambitions. We build your resume from scratch & craft each sentence to highlight your profile 

overview so that your resume gets noticed and picked-up by recruiters and various automated systems. Our 

resume writing services are built for every experience level to crack their dream jobs.

Outstanding resume writing services

DREAMERS
SERVICES

iFCast Consulting offers specialized consulting to service the true need of each dreamer. We believe in creating 
stronger partnerships with our candidates in order to provide the best organizations at the right time.

(Job Seeker)



PICK A SERVICE#1
Select from a comprehensive suite of

enabler services.

EXAMINE YOUR REQUIREMENTS#2
After you pick a service, we give you a

verification call to understand your

candidate requirements.

SIGN OUR MOU#3
If both the parties agree, then you can

read and sign our Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU).

OUR WORK BEGINS#4
If both the parties agree, then you can

read and sign our Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU).

SETUP AN INTERVIEW#5
Interview potential candidates for

your job profile.

DRAW THE BEST HIRES#6
Pick the best hire or hires for your

organization. Done!

PICK A SERVICE#1
Select from a comprehensive suite of

dreamer services.

EXAMINE YOUR NEEDS#2
After you pick a service, we give you a

verification call to understand your

candidate requirements.

SIGN OUR MOU#3
If both the parties agree, then you can

read and sign our Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU).

OUR WORK BEGINS#4
Based on the service(s) you've opted for, we

find the best organizations for you.

GET  YOUR DREAM JOB!#5
Get an interview call from one of the best

organizations in our database.

Get hired. Done!

FOR ENABLERS FOR DREAMERS

HOW IT WORKS
STEP-BY-STEP
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OUR CORE VALUES

ARRCC

iFCast Consulting was built on 5 strong pillars - ARRCC. These core values have 

carved a niche for our hiring decisions and the path we walk on to add value for 

our dreamers and enablers.

ANSWERABILITY 

Good consulting means doing what we promise. We help guarantee client expectations 

are met through robust accountability and a dedicated team of individuals.

RESPONSIBILITY

This is the first and foremost value that we engage upon, and has proved to be an 

essential differentiator between ordinary and great. We are committed to our 

responsibility as we know, no amount of great skill can replace the virtue of commitment 

for our dreamers and enablers.

REGARD 

Every project or client is new, and they do trust us with their business values. Their trust 

to get the job done and our commitment to get the right talent is what separates us 

from the ordinary.

COMMITMENT 

Every project or client is new, and they do trust us with their business values. Their trust 

to get the job done and our commitment to get the right talent is what separates us 

from the ordinary.

CHARACTER 

As placement entities, we are exuberant in providing the best hires or talent who 

exhibit strong character and integrity, with professional skills and dedication for 

our enablers.
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